


Athina Residence is a dynamic new development
of modern, functional apartments, penthouses
with roof gardens and impressive communal
services. In this gated development, there is 

a communal swimming pool and garden spaces
for all residents to enjoy.



The residents can choose from 2
and 3-bedroom apartments. All
apartments are superbly appointed,
spacious with high ceilings and
representing the finest in apartment
living. Every design detail in these
apartments speaks of quality and
meticulous care in design. 

As a company we are committed to reducing
energy and these apartments are no exception.
They are design and build with energy efficiency
in mind in order to save you significant amounts
on your utility bills.

The highly trained personnel at Nicos Christou
Developments, in conjunction with the high
standards of quality, materials, design and security
makes Athina Residence an ideal investment. 

The guaranteed title deeds and aster sales service
that Nicos Christou Developments offers, serves
only to reinforce the feeling of security and trust
on your investment.

MODERN
DESIGN &
QUALITY



Buying a home is one
of the most important
decisions you will ever
make.

The qualities that make Nicos
Christou Developments different
mean that you can choose a new
home from us with complete
confidence. When you buy a home
from Nicos Christou Developments
you can be safe in the knowledge
that it is built to the very high
standards of design and quality, has
low environmental impact and that
you will enjoy an exceptional
customer experience.



Athina Residence is built in one of the most sought-aster locations
of Limassol. A central but quiet area, near the seafront of Limassol,
close to all amenities and the perfect place to either raise family
or simply enjoy life.

Only a few minutes’ walk from the public green area of Dassoudi on the seafront, the
residents of Athina Residence have an easy access to the beach. The area provides superb
road network with nearby bus services as well as the coastal pedestrian and bicycle path
that runs next to the coast of Limassol.

The residents of Athina Residence enjoy the ultimate convenience with the essentials of
everyday life right on the doorstep. Take advantage of the local amenities and the variety of
retail options, while enjoy the excellent restaurants and coffee shops.

The relax delights or the buzz of Limassol are yours to discover and all in an easy reach from
Athina Residence.

HOME,
NEAR THE SEA

Public green area of Dassoudi



FLOOR PLANS



MASTER PLAN GROUND FLOOR

01   Entrance 

02   Vehicle Entrance / Exit

03   Storage

04   Elevator

05   Parking Area

06   Disabled Parking

07   Toilets / Showers

08   Disabled Toilets

09   Lobby

10   Pool

11   Staircase

12   Gargbage Area 



FIRST FLOOR SECOND FLOOR

All apartments have their own private parking space and storage room on the Ground Floor.
The area of the covered parking and storeroom is not included in the total area of the flat.

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

All apartments have their own private parking space and storage room on the Ground Floor.
The area of the covered parking and storeroom is not included in the total area of the flat.

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

  APART. No       BEDROOMS           NET AREA          COVERED VERANDAS         COMMON AREAS             TOTAL AREA

       101                     3                     121.5 m2                      34.0 m2                             9.3 m2                         164.8 m2

       102                     2                      85.2 m2                       32.2 m2                             6.7 m2                         124.1 m2

       103                     3                     128.6 m2                      40.3 m2                            10.0 m2                        178.9 m2

  APART. No       BEDROOMS           NET AREA          COVERED VERANDAS         COMMON AREAS             TOTAL AREA

       201                     3                     121.5 m2                      35.0 m2                             9.3 m2                         165.8 m2

       202                     2                      85.2 m2                       28.6 m2                             6.6 m2                         120.4 m2

       203                     3                     128.6 m2                      40.2 m2                            10.0 m2                        178.8 m2



THIRD FLOOR FORTH FLOOR

All apartments have their own private parking space and storage room on the Ground Floor.
The area of the covered parking and storeroom is not included in the total area of the flat.

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

All apartments have their own private parking space and storage room on the Ground Floor.
The area of the covered parking and storeroom is not included in the total area of the flat.

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

  APART. No       BEDROOMS           NET AREA          COVERED VERANDAS         COMMON AREAS             TOTAL AREA

       301                     3                     121.5 m2                      34.4 m2                             9.3 m2                         165.2 m2

       302                     2                      85.2 m2                       28.6 m2                             6.6 m2                         120.4 m2

       303                     3                     128.6 m2                      36.8 m2                             9.9 m2                         175.3 m2

  APART. No     BEDROOMS         NET           COVERED             ROOF               ROOF          COMMON              TOTAL
                                                   AREA         VERANDAS          GARDEN           GARDEN          AREAS                 AREAS
                                                                                                COVERED       UNCOVERED

       401                  3               121.5 m2          35.0 m2              16.4 m2             48.7 m2                 11.0 m2               232.6 m2

       402                   2               85.2 m2          29.1 m2              10.1 m2                     81.6 m2                   8.2 m2                214.2 m2

       403                  3              128.6 m2         40.3 m2              34.2 m2                     66.1 m2                 13.1 m2               282.3 m2



ROOF GARDEN

All apartments have their own private parking space and storage room on the Ground Floor.
The area of the covered parking and storeroom is not included in the total area of the flat.

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

         401                                          16.4 m2                                                                  48.7 m2

     APART. No                       ROOF GARDEN COVERED                                 ROOF GARDEN UNCOVERED

         402                                          10.1 m2                                                                  81.6 m2

         403                                          34.2 m2                                                                  66.1 m2





Mr. Nicos Christou was a successful contractor in
Famagusta between 1959 and 1974.  In 1975 he
proceeded in the creation, along with other parties, of a
large tourist, construction and development organization.
In 1989 Mr. Nicos Christou moves on and establishes
Nicos Christou Developments, a dedicated family-owned
company. In 1998 Nicos Christou S.A. a sister company is
founded, its main objectives being the development and
construction of housing and commercial projects in
Greece. With over 40 buildings created in Limassol, Cyprus
and Athens, Greece, Nicos Christou Developments has the
confidence and ability to design and construct
technologically advanced residential, commercial and
industrial buildings. 

By employing highly qualified personnel such as, architects,
civil engineers, foremen and builders and by maintaining
its own machinery and equipment, Nicos Christou
Developments has total control over issues of quality,
design, construction, materials, and health and safety.
Furthermore, it is a member of the Council for the

Registration and Control of Building and Civil Engineering
Contractors as well as the SEOL Association of Building
Contractors of Limassol.  

Nicos Christou Developments has grown, expanded and
diversified since 1989, but continues to maintain the core
philosophy of product quality, service to clients,
responsibility to the community, and sound planning for
the future. Nicos Christou Developments currently
maintains its position as an innovative leader in the
residential market and looks forward to further success.
Our key to this success is our relationship with clients,
architects, engineers, and subcontractors. These
relationships develop and evoke trust and confidence
within the construction team and lead to an innovative
project management approach. This allows for a smooth
construction process that controls job costs, timely
scheduling and completion, and quality control.

NICOS CHRISTOU DEVELOPMENTS IS ONE OF CYPRUS LEADING CONSTRUCTION AND

DEVELOPMENT COMPANIES, SPECIALIZING IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS

SUCH AS APARTMENTS AND HOUSES, AS WELL AS COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL PROJECTS,

IN PRIME LOCATIONS THROUGHOUT LIMASSOL. NICOS CHRISTOU DEVELOPMENTS IS KNOWN

FOR ITS SOUND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL STRENGTH, QUALITY DESIGN AND

CONSTRUCTION, RELIABILITY AND ABILITY TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ON TIME, WITHIN BUDGET

AND THE PROMPT ISSUE OF TITLE DEEDS. 




